
CyberEdge for 
Manufacturers

According to AIG, business’s cyber claims are at an all-time high.  
In the UK’s recent cyber-security survey some 48% of manufacturers 
reported having been subject to a cyber-attack.

Interestingly, unlike other industrial sectors where the critical cyber risk is to customer data only, for manufacturing 

companies cyber threats point directly at the heart of their ability to maintain operations. Due to a more automated and 

integrated system, incidents can have a devastating effect to production capabilities, supply lines and design processes.  

Ultimately, the recovery costs could substantially impact business revenue.

Howden is working with AIG to offer manufacturers a specialist insurance solution.

Cover includes all your computer 

systems running your production systems 

or running your factory technology.

And all of this is underpinned by 24/7 first 

response, so even if you just suspect you might 

have a cyber problem you’ll get emergency access 

to an IT and legal specialist for immediate critical 

support with no retention.

Howden is the official insurance partner to the UK. To find out more about how we can help you, please call or email us on:

0800 048 8753  
enquires@makeukinsurance.co.uk

Network interruption caused by 

any cyber attack on the system is 

covered as standard.

Optional network interruption cover for 

any accidental failure of the system – 

like a programming fault or human error 

while updating the system.
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Optional network interruption cover in case your 

businesses is impacted by a cyber incident at any 

of your IT suppliers.

AIG’s CyberEdge for manufacturers product is designed to help 

manufacturers maximise their business continuity in the face 

of one of the most volatile threats facing business today.


